FRIEND OF THE FAMILY
The Mitsubishi Outlander exhibits all the bold elegance of a vehicle that is truly fit for purpose.
It displays no unnecessary frills, nor does it make false promises. Put simply, it is a proper petrol-powered SUV.
And it comes with polite road manners, seven seats and real-deal four-wheel drive.
It is a vehicle that is particularly easy to live with: light on its feet with automatic transmission and intuitive
handling, strong brakes and good visibility all round. All reinforced by Mitsubishi's reputation in engineering
intelligent driving solutions for the future.
In short, the Mitsubishi Outlander has all the attributes needed to become the friend that won’t let you down.
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”this is a vehicle you’ll be able to rely on, a car that’ll
work with you, even in a tight spot.” RAC
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A CAR TO EXPAND YOUR
HORIZONS
Take your car off the tarmac and open up a whole new world. This is Mitsubishi’s
world, having been synonymous with authentic on-road-off-road vehicles for
decades. So the Outlander is no impotent crossover car, but a tougher, more capable
SUV that really can weather the storm or take you carefree off the beaten track.

The electronically controlled 4WD offers three settings: 4WD
ECO and 4WD AUTO, both of which automatically send power
to all four wheels as and when required, and 4WD LOCK for
negotiating tougher terrain.
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”the Outlander’s high ground clearance and four-wheel drive means it can cope with
deeper ruts and steeper slopes than most of its rivals.” Carbuyer.com
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A GREAT SPACE FOR
YOUR LIFE
Generous space, strong build quality, and comfortable, eminently
adaptable seating (heated in the front), combine with features
like dual zone climate control air conditioning, smartphone
connectivity and steering wheel controls to make every journey
a more pleasurable experience.

Split, fold, recline and a one-touch fold-to-flat mechanism on
the third-row seats provides easy flexibility for transporting
parcels and people.

On the third row, properly sprung and padded seating, leather
on the Exceed, is standard equipment.
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”there’s no arguing with the quality
and kit on offer.” Auto Express
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A SAFE HAVEN ON THE ROAD
High on reliability, safety features and personal cosseting, the Outlander is an SUV with
real substance. It gives you a commanding view of the road and provides equipment like
cruise control and a reversing camera, intuitive headlights, Blind Spot Warning and Rear
Cross Traffic Alert* helping to cut the stress out of twenty-first century driving for you,
your family, and your friends.
It is an intelligent, safe and comfortable load lugging road runner with attitude and
presence. It’s a lot of vehicle in a neat package, and it’s a great fit for your active life
*See p14/15 for specification by model.

”It’s a thoughtful buyer’s choice. And we
can see why you might make it.” RAC
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With the third row of seats folded down
a huge boot with flat access allows you
to carry loads of kit or your four-legged
friends, and access is even easier with a
power tailgate. (Exceed)
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MITSUBISHI AFTERSALES CARE
With a new Mitsubishi, you not only get a safe and reliable vehicle that is a real
pleasure to drive, you also become part of the Mitsubishi family. And as our nearest
and dearest, we want you to feel protected should you ever encounter a problem –
that’s why we have me&my, which encompasses a wide range of benefits:
A comprehensive five-year, 62,500-mile warranty (please ask your Authorised
Mitsubishi Dealer for full details)
The Mitsubishi Assistance Package (MAP), which provides the reassurance of
roadside or home breakdown assistance for the first three years following
registration. It includes vehicle recovery following a breakdown or accident, help if
your vehicle is stolen or vandalised, and even if you should accidentally fill up with
the wrong fuel. 24/7 cover extends to over 30 countries throughout Europe. So
wherever you are and whatever you’re doing, if the unexpected does happen help
is always at hand
In the unfortunate event of an accident we have Mitsubishi First – our customer
support service for all Mitsubishi drivers. No matter which insurer you use,
Mitsubishi First smooths your progress through an insurance claim, handling
everything on your behalf – and all at absolutely no cost to you

And once you’re part of the family… it’s
service with a smile.
A Mitsubishi Service Plan, purchased at the
same time as your vehicle, covers the first
three scheduled services for a modest sum.
It can be included in your vehicle’s finance
and transferred to a new owner if you sell.
Mitsubishi Motors also offer superior
insurance cover at a competitive price
which is specifically designed for Mitsubishi
vehicles and uses only genuine parts and
approved repair centres.

MITSUBISHI

BUY YOUR NEW MITSUBISHI ONLINE
FIND YOUR PERFECT NEW MITSUBISHI FROM THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME
We’ve taken the inconvenience out of buying a new car. Our new online system will help you find your
perfect Mitsubishi. No haggling. No surprises. You don’t even need to leave the house.

HOW BUYING ONLINE WORKS
1. SET YOUR BUDGET

2. PART EXCHANGE

3. SELECT YOUR MODEL

Decide how much you want to pay
and choose finance to suit you

Get a valuation for your existing car

Choose from a range of Mitsubishi
models

4. ADD OPTIONS AND EXTRAS

5. CHECKOUT

6. COLLECTION / DELIVERY

Choose colours, interior, accessories
and extras

Complete your purchase online

Collect your new car or have it
delivered to your home or workplace

WITH MITSUBISHI BUY ONLINE, YOU’RE IN COMPLETE CONTROL
BOOK A TEST DRIVE TO SUIT YOU
It’s up to you if and when you take a test
drive. Mitsubishi Buy Online lets you book
a test drive at any step along the way. Pick
a time to suit you at any of our dealerships
across the country.

COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY
You can save your chosen model,
part exchange valuation and finance
preferences at any point along your
Buy Online journey. Your Mitsubishi will
be saved in your customer account,
ready to pick up where you left off.

COMPARE AND CONTRAST
DEALS AND MODELS
You can adjust your finance preferences,
compare deals and find out more about
your chosen options.

For full details visit buy.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk. Terms and conditions apply
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VEHICLE FINANCE
A QUICK GUIDE TO MITSUBISHI FINANCE
Drive away in your new or used vehicle with a finance arrangement that is right for you. You might not even need an upfront
payment, and payments are fixed for the duration of the agreement so you can budget more easily. Our range of finance choices
means you can find the right one to suit you.
Please note that some of the finance options shown below may not be available for Mitsubishi Buy Online.

HIRE PURCHASE

Flexible deposit
options – 0% deposit
may be available
subject to status

Balance (plus fixed interest) pay
over the chosen period 1-5 years
in equal monthly payments

PERSONAL CONTRACT PURCHASE (PCP)

After all the
payments have
been made, you
own the vehicle

PERSONAL CONTRACT HIRE

Flexible
advanced
rental

Fixed regular rentals
over 2-5 years

Flexible deposit
options – 0%
deposit may be
available subject
to status

Balance (plus fixed
interest) pay over the
chosen period 2-3.5
years in equal monthly
payments. A significant
proportion of the total
amount payable has
been deferred into the
optional final lump sum
payment

At the end of your chosen
period you have 3 options:
1 Renew – part exchange it
for a new model*
2 Retain – pay the final lump
sum to own the vehicle
3 Return – return the vehicle
to Shogun Financial Services
(under the goods return
option)**

CONTRACT HIRE FOR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

At the end of the
contract return
the vehicle***

Flexible
advanced
rental

Fixed regular rentals
over 2-5 years

At the end of the
contract return
the vehicle***

* Subject to settlement of your existing finance agreement, new finance agreements are subject to status.
** If the vehicle is in good condition and has not exceeded the agreed maximum mileage, you will have nothing further to pay. If the vehicle has exceeded the agreed maximum
mileage, a charge for excess mileage will apply. Further information on what is considered good condition can be found at www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk/buy/finance
*** No ownership option. The vehicle must be returned to us in a condition that meets the BVRLA Fair wear and tear’ guidelines, otherwise charges may be incurred. Fair wear
and tear guidelines can be found on the BVRLA website at www.bvrla.co.uk. Excess mileage charges will apply if you exceed the agreed contract mileage.

For full details visit www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk/buy/finance. Terms and conditions apply
Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. Credit products are provided by Shogun Finance Limited, trading as Shogun
Financial Services, St Williams House, Tersillian Terrace, Cardiff, CF10 5BH. Contract Hire is provided by Shogun Vehicle Leasing (a trading style of Lex Autolease Ltd, SK3 0RB).
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ACCESSORIES

Large Rear Spoiler

Rear parking sensors

Rear bumper protector

Boot tray

Mat set

Front parking sensors

All accessories enjoy a 3-year 62,500-mile warranty if fitted at the time of purchase. For details of the
complete range visit www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk/accessories

SMARTPHONE LINK DISPLAY AUDIO

8” Smartphone link display will also support movie playback.

Apple CarPlay1 is a smarter way to operate your iPhone through your incar entertainment. It uses the Siri voice control available through your
iPhone to make calls, play music, send text messages and use maps on
the go – all without lifting a finger. You can even use specially designed
apps through your in-car display.

Android Auto™2 allows any compatible Android device to connect and
take advantage of smartphone features while driving. It automatically
brings you useful information when you need it, whilst using voice
technology to allow you to play music, send messages and utilise other
functions while you concentrate on the road.

1

1
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Apple CarPlay, iPhone and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S.
and other countries

Android Auto and Android are trademarks of Google Inc.

DESIGN

2.0 PETROL CVT 4WD

KEY FEATURES
18” alloy wheels
8” Smartphone link Display Audio (SDA)
7 seats
Apple CarPlay** and Android Auto *** compatibility
Auto lights and wipers
Bluetooth®*
Cruise control
DAB radio
Driver’s power lumbar support
Electric folding heated door mirrors Electronic
parking brake with auto hold

EXCEED

Front fog lights
Heated front seats
Keyless Operation System (KOS)
Leather steering wheel
Privacy glass
Reversing camera
Silver roof rails

2.0 PETROL CVT 4WD

KEY FEATURES
SPECIFICATION AS DESIGN PLUS:
360° camera
8-way powered driver’s seat
Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
Built-in TomTom navigation
Heated steering wheel
Leather seats
LED fog lights (front)
LED headlights with LED high beam
Power tailgate
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Rear twin USB ports

*Please note that Mitsubishi cannot guarantee compatibility
with all mobile phones and Bluetooth devices with the
handsfree system fitted to this vehicle. Please check with the
mobile phone manufacturer for further information on
compatibility.
**Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries
***Android is a trademark of Google LLC.
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Technical Specifications
Outlander Design Auto Petrol 4WD

Outlander Exceed Auto Petrol 4WD

Performance
2.0L 16-valve inline 4 cylinder SOHC MIVEC ECI-Multi (4J11)

Engine type
Displacement

cc

Acceleration 0-62 mph

secs

Maximum speed

mph (km/h)

1998
13.3
118 (190)

Emissions / Economy
WLTP - CO2 - Low Speed

g/km

245

WLTP - CO2 - Medium Speed

g/km

182

WLTP - CO2 - High Speed

g/km

172

WLTP - CO2 - Extra High Speed

g/km

207

WLTP - CO2 - Combined

g/km

196

WLTP - MPG - Low Speed

lts/100km (mpg)

10.8 (26.2)

WLTP - MPG - Medium Speed

lts/100km (mpg)

8.1 (34.9)

WLTP - MPG - High Speed

lts/100km (mpg)

7.6 (37.2)

WLTP - MPG - Extra High Speed

lts/100km (mpg)

9.1 (31)

WLTP - MPG - Combined

lts/100km (mpg)

8.7 (32.5)

Weights / Volumes
7

Seating capacity
Fuel tank capacity

lts

60

Gross vehicle weight

kgs

2,225

Kerb weight

kgs

1,540

Braked towing capacity

kgs

1,600

Unbraked towing capacity

kgs

750

Roof loading capacity

kgs

80

Wading depth

mm

400

Dimensions
Exterior

length x width x height
mm

Ground clearance (unladen)

mm

190

Wheelbase

mm

2670

Approach angle

degrees

21

Departure angle

degrees

22.5

Ramp breakover

degrees

21

4695 x 1810 x 1710

Transmission / Steering
Transmission
Drivetrain, type
Steering
Tyres
Wheels

Automatic CVT
4WD
Power assisted rack and pinion
225/55R18
18” x 7.0J alloy

Servicing / Warranty
Servicing

12,500 miles / 12 months

Warranty

5 years / 62,500 miles

Anti perforation
Assistance

12 year anti-corrosion perforation warranty
3 year pan-European roadside assistance including home start

Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO₂ figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life
driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load.

STANDARD AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Design
Auto 4WD

SECURITY AND SAFETY FEATURES
SECURITY

n

Alarm Thatcham CAT 1

n

Deadlocks

n

Immobiliser

n

Visible VIN

Exceed
Auto 4WD

n
n
n
n

INTERIOR FEATURES

n

Blind Spot Warning

–

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)

–

Active Stability Control (ASC) and Traction Control (TCL)
Front, side, curtain & driver’s knee airbag

n
n
n

Front passenger airbag deactivation switch

n

Brake Assist (BA)

n

Child proof rear door locks

n

Emergency Stop Signal system (ESS)

n

Rear high-mounted brake lights

n

Hill Start Assist (HSA)

n

Iso-Fix child seat anchor points (x2), 2nd row
RISE (Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution) body safety system
Seatbelt warning

n
n
n

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

360° camera

Android Auto™ supported***
Apple CarPlay supported**

n
n

Colour keyed mirrors & handles
Metallic, Pearlescent or Diamond paint finish

OPT

n

Colour keyed rear spoiler

n

Silver roof rails

n

Black wheelarch garnishes

n

n

n

n

Reversing camera

n

–

n

Steering wheel audio controls

n

Front USB port

n

INTERIOR STYLING

n

Gloss black dashboard trim

n

Leather steering wheel

n

n

6 speakers

n

Smartphone link Display Audio (SDA)

n

Rear twin USB ports

n
n

Floor carpet including luggage area

n

Chrome interior door handles

n
n

INTERIOR FUNCTIONAL
4WD drivetrain mode indicator

n
n
n

CONVENIENCE

OPT

n

Front & rear electric windows

n

Trip computer

n

Instrument display with digital meters

n

n

Power tailgate

–

n

Front LED fog lights

n

n

n

n

n

n
n

n
n

n
n

n

n

n

n

n
n

n
n
n
n

n

n

n

n

n
n

Front & rear 12V sockets

Centre console box

–

n

Eco mode

n
n

n

n

Rear demister

n

n

n

n

Dual zone climate control
EXTERIOR FUNCTIONAL

n

n

–

Cruise control

Colour keyed front & rear bumpers

n

n

TomTom navigation system

Electronic parking brake with brake auto hold

n

n

n

n

EXTERIOR FEATURES

18" alloy wheels

n

n

Shark fin aerial

Auto Stop & Go (AS&G)

EXTERIOR STYLING

–

AUDIO/COMMUNICATIONS

Bluetooth with music streaming*

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

Exceed
Auto 4WD

DAB radio

SAFETY
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with

Design
Auto 4WD

n

n
n
n
n

n

Front cup holders

n

Heated steering wheel

–

Front & Rear fog lights

n

n

Sunglasses holder

–

–

n

SEATS

Rear fog light

Front armrest with storage box

n

n

8-way powered driver’s seat

–

Fabric seats

n

n

Black leather seats

–

n

LED daytime running lights
Electric, heated & folding mirrors with indicators

n

n

Follow me home headlights

n

Dusk sensing headlights

n

Halogen headlights
LED high beam

–

LED headlights with auto levelling

–

Headlight washers
Keyless Operation System (KOS) with engine start/stop
On Demand 4WD with 4WD ECO & Lock mode

n : Standard

OPT : Option at additional cost

– : Not available

–

n
n
n

n

n

n

Rear skid plate

n

–

n
n

Front skid plate

–

60/40 split rear seats

n

n

n

n

n

n

–

n

n
n
n

*Please note that Mitsubishi cannot guarantee compatibility
with all mobile phones and Bluetooth devices with the
handsfree system fitted to this vehicle. Please check with the
mobile phone manufacturer for further information on
compatibility.
**Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the
U.S. and other countries
***Android is a trademark of Google LLC.
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COLOUR OPTIONS AND SEAT TRIMS

STERLING SILVER (M)

RED DIAMOND (D)

TANZANITE BLUE (P)

ATLANTIC GREY (M)

WHITE PEARL (P)

FROST WHITE (S)

AMETHYST BLACK (P)

GRANITE BROWN (M)

BLACK FABRIC
(DESIGN)

BLACK LEATHER
(EXCEED)

EXTERIOR COLOUR
Sterling Silver (M)

U25

Granite Brown (M)

C06

Tanzanite Blue (P)

D14

Red Diamond (D)

P62

Atlantic Grey (M)

U17

White Pearl (P)

W13

Frost White (S)

W37

Amethyst Black (P) X42
Seats
Door trim
Headlining

Design

Exceed

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Black Fabric

Black Leather

Fabric

Leather

n

n

Non-woven Fabric (Beige)

Floor carpet

Needle Punch (Black)

n : Available

M: Metallic*

P: Pearlescent* D: Diamond* S: Solid

*Metallic, Pearlescent and Diamond paint finish available at additional cost.
Colours and trims reproduced on these pages may vary from the actual
colours due to the limitations of the printing process used.

MITSUBISHI MOTORS RECYCLING
This brochure is packed full of information about our brilliant new Outlander Petrol We hope that you enjoyed reading it and if
you have any questions, we’re always here to help. You can ask your local dealer - full contact details can be found at https://
www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk/dealer-locator, just pop-in or give them a call or get in touch with our customer services on 01285
647774 or customer.services@mitsubishi-cars.co.uk.
This brochure has been produced by an ISO14001 environmentally accredited printer where all processes are managed and
materials recycled. The paper used to produce this brochure is from sustainable forests, chlorine free and from an ISO14001
accredited mill. This brochure is fully recyclable.

MitsubishiUK

MitsubishiUK

MitsubishiTV

We all have a duty to protect the environment. After a long working life we will take back any Mitsubishi Motors vehicle originally
sold by The Colt Car Company Ltd. and recycle it in an environmentally friendly manner in accordance with the EU Directive on
End-of-Life Vehicles and any applicable national statutory provisions.
All Mitsubishi Motors vehicles sold by The Colt Car Company Ltd., irrespective of date of sale, will be taken back free of charge from
the last owner, at one of the designated take-back points, provided the vehicle contains all major components and is free of
waste.
For further information please visit www.cartakeback.com, email info@cartakeback.com or call the Cartakeback info-line on 0845
257 32 33.
Mitsubishi Motors policy is one of continuous product development and the right is reserved to change specification, features and
prices without prior notice. The specification of vehicles illustrated in this publication may not be applicable to the UK market.
Although every effort has been made to ensure that the written information was accurate, up-to-date and consistent with UK
specification at the time of going to press, this brochure should not be regarded as infallible and, as such, does not constitute an
offer for the sale of any particular vehicle. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the
prior written permission of The Colt Car Company Limited.
Head Office: The Colt Car Company Limited, Watermoor, Cirencester, Glos. GL7 1LF
Website: www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk
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